Platinum Weddings (Series 3)
26 X 30 MINUTES
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Nikoo and Hossein
Nikoo and Hossein blend their elaborate Persian traditions with a French country theme to create
an exquisite high-end event in Beverly Hills.

2. Lynda and Alex
Miami hotties Lynda and Alex dance the night away to four party themes at their reception, with
entertainment ranging from the Miami Philharmonic Orchestra to a celebrity DJ.

3. Brittany and Shahram
For San Francisco restaurateur Shahram, nothing is too much for his bride Brittany – including a
$500,000 wedding and a brand new Bentley.

4. Sara and Deepak
East meets West when Deepak delights his bride Sara and 660 guests with over a million dollars
in celebrations, highlighted by his grand entrance on a fully decorated elephant.

5. Tanya and Jonathan
Atlanta lawyers Tanya and Jonathan get married by Jonathan’s minister father, then marvel at
their $35,000 cake inspired by Cinderella’s carriage.

6. Eda and Dave
Celebrity Planner David Tutera delights his Manhattan friends Eda and Dave with a gorgeous fallthemed wedding in the Pennsylvania countryside.

7. Tamra and Chris
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Tamra and Chris enjoy a five-day affair including deep-sea fishing, lounging at the famed Nikki
Beach, and getting married on a bluff overlooking the ocean during their spectacular Cabo San
Lucas destination wedding.

8. Liane and Danny
It’s hard to top a $250,000 engagement ring, but Liane and Danny do when they transform their
own beachfront estate into an impressive wedding extravaganza with massive tents, spectacular
lighting, and an acrylic dance floor over their swimming pool.

9. Valentina and Shail
This fashion industry couple fell in love ten years ago, and finally Italian bride Valentina and her
Indian groom Shail tie the knot in an architectural gem in Florida.

10. Kristin and Gary
Friends and family enjoy snowy activities before entering a beautiful ski lodge for Kristin and
Gary’s winter wonderland wedding in Colorado.

11. Danielle and Todd
Old Hollywood meets Art Deco when planner Kevin Covey helps Danielle and Todd transform Los
Angeles’ storied Millennium Ballroom into an elegant dream.

12. Sajid and Gabe
An Asian/Cuban fusion theme and plenty of New Years Eve festivities keeps Sajid and Gabe’s
reception rocking all night.

13. Andrea and Glenn
Andrea and Glenn celebrate their nuptials in style with a 1920s Great Gatsby themed wedding in a
glittering vintage car museum.

14. Carly and Jason
Carly and Jason’s love story comes full circle as they celebrate their nuptials in the Austin, Texas
Ritz Carlton where they met and got engaged.

15. Kimberly and Bryan
Beautiful all-white flowers and décor create a romantic and traditional affair for this very sweet
couple.
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16. Kelly and Thomas
Carolina Panthers football player Thomas Davis and his bride Kelly Stokes tie the knot in regal
style.

17. Amy and Ryan
A private waterfront estate in Florida is the backdrop for the marriage of a young, hot, and
fabulous couple.

18. Laura and Peter
This unique wedding incorporates everything from California wine country, to a cherry blossom
motif, to a traditional Chinese wedding dress.

19. Apple and Tony
A Los Angeles club owner surprises his sexy model fiancé with a $215,000 diamond bracelet.

20. Amy and David
A Los Angeles club owner surprises his sexy model fiancé with a $215,000 diamond bracelet.

21. Karen and Tom
This Florida Keys extravaganza blends two families amid a backdrop of stunning décor and
fabulous party favours.

22. Nicole and Ryan
This ultra-modern South Beach wedding features a cocktail hour, reception and lounge bathed in
deep blue and purple décor.

23. Sheila and Santosh
With 900 guests, three days of festivities, and $150,000 worth of jewellery, Sheila and Santosh
make sure their Houston wedding really shines.

24. Ariel and Joe
Every glamorous detail is executed to perfection in a wedding where the bride is also the planner.
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25. Lauren and Kristopher
A half-million dollar budget gets blown out of the water when Daddy’s Princess gets every wedding
wish she ever desired.

26. Joanna and Michael
Celebrity Planner David Tutera creates jaw-dropping décor for a hot young Philadelphia couple.
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